
         
  LETTER OF AGREEMENT 

  DATE: 01/02/2024

  

This agreement is to certify the collaboration between DTU Consulting Group of Delhi Technological University (formerly DCE) and
LWT Academy Pvt. Ltd.
                                            

 RECITALS
The memorandum serves as a formal document of collaboration and partnership between the aforementioned parties. While not being
a legally binding document, it envisions strengthening relationships and building greater synergy between the aforementioned parties.

   Deliverables from DCG

Endorsement of our company through social media pages (posts).
Presence of our company's logo through your website and sharing our product/service details with the student
community/participants.

    Deliverables from LWT Academy
Flight Ticket Scholarship to Singapore to attend ISET 2024 to Winners + Runners Ups (12 Tickets)
Would try to provide Case Study Materials (if required)
We would try to provide Judges and speakers if required (2 in number related to business/management) for the event.

The Courts at New Delhi shall have the exclusive jurisdiction to adjudicate any disputes related to the terms of this MoU.

2. TERM AND TERMINATION
1. Any of the conditions of this MOU may be modified with mutual consent.
2. MOU shall be considered in full effect until the event date has passed.
3. Deliberate care shall be taken to ensure that this MOU does not conflict with the signing party’s
articles of incorporation and/or policies.
4. The event is planned for offline mode but in case covid 19 cases rise we’ll abide by the latest COVID-19 regulations laid by the
government and will shift the whole event to online mode.
5. In the case of unforeseen conflict between the MOU and articles/policies; the articles/policies shall prevail. This MOU shall be
considered null and void if:
• A conflict with articles/policies is discovered;
• Either party determines that the MOU has been signed under misrepresentation and/or in bad faith
• Either party determines that the MOU has been signed by an agent who was not in fact authorized to sign the agreement.

                          

 

                              Rishabh Chandra                                                                                                                      Vishal Kumar
           (President - DTU Consulting Group)                                                                                       (Founder- LWT academy)                                                             
                                       

                                                                                                                

                                                                                                       

                              

Learning while Travelling (LWT) as the ecosystem partner for Bizmark’24.
Details of the winners and participants as in phone number, Email ID post week event completion.


